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Abstract

Knowledge transfer using convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) can help efficiently train a CNN with fewer pa-
rameters or maximize the generalization performance un-
der limited supervision. To enable a more efficient transfer
of pretrained knowledge under relaxed conditions, we pro-
pose a simple yet powerful knowledge transfer methodol-
ogy without any restrictions regarding the network structure
or dataset used, namely self-supervised knowledge trans-
fer (SSKT), via loosely supervised auxiliary tasks. For this,
we devise a training methodology that transfers previously
learned knowledge to the current training process as an
auxiliary task for the target task through self-supervision
using a soft label. The SSKT is independent of the network
structure and dataset, and is trained differently from exist-
ing knowledge transfer methods; hence, it has an advantage
in that the prior knowledge acquired from various tasks can
be naturally transferred during the training process to the
target task. Furthermore, it can improve the generalization
performance on most datasets through the proposed knowl-
edge transfer between different problem domains from mul-
tiple source networks. SSKT outperforms the other trans-
fer learning methods (KD, DML, and MAXL) through ex-
periments under various knowledge transfer settings. The
source code will be made available to the public1.

1. Introduction

Knowledge transfer is the most representative training
methodology for improving the generalization capability
and training efficiency of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). The most widely used knowledge transfer is
transfer learning [37, 35], which uses pretrained weights
trained on large-scale datasets as initial values for new
tasks. Pretrained weights have been used as feature en-
coders after fine-tuning in different vision tasks such as im-
age classification, object detection, and semantic segmenta-

1https://github.com/generation21/generation6011
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Figure 1. Motivation of the SSKT. The CNN responses that can
be obtained from the same image vary depending on the type of
supervision. SSKT performs auxiliary training using soft labels
to convey the previously trained prior knowledge from the source
tasks. At this time, the supervision used in the auxiliary training
generates a gradient (grey and purple arrows) that can improve
the generalization performance of the target task. The gradient
to update the weight of the target network is obtained as a linear
combination of all losses (red arrow). TM is a transfer module.

tion [24, 25, 29]. Taskonomy [38, 39] provides an exten-
sive database and analysis approach for studying the effects
of transfer learning using pretrained networks on the fine-
tuning of target tasks. However, transfer learning using pre-
trained networks presupposes structural dependencies that
must share essentially the same (whole or partial) network
structure as the source network. Moreover, questions have
been raised on whether transfer learning using pretrained
weights can provide appropriate initial weights, which can
help in improving convergence or training with less amount
of data but not very effective for knowledge transfer to dif-
ferent tasks [12].

Another representative example of knowledge transfer
using CNN is knowledge distillation (KD) [14], where pre-
trained teacher networks distill and deliver dark (hidden)
knowledge in the inference output or learned features during
student network training. KD methods include loss-based
KD, which delivers dark knowledge through loss with a soft
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label [14], and KD, wherein the similarity between the fea-
tures extracted are exploited in specific stages of the CNN
[30]. Knowledge transfer through KD has the advantage
of training student networks that have a better-generalized
performance with fewer parameters comparable to teacher
networks. In the general KD setup, the training datasets
of both teacher and student networks should be the same.
However, for a more general knowledge transfer, these con-
straints must be relaxed.

Figure 1 shows an example in which the information to
be transferred can vary depending on the type of supervi-
sion of each pretrained CNN through Grad-CAM visualiza-
tion [32] for the same input image. For this purpose, we
propose a simple yet powerful method that aims for bet-
ter generalization with minimal additional supervision. The
proposed knowledge transfer conveys prior knowledge as a
soft label from multiple pretrained networks obtained using
different types of supervision methods in a self-supervised
manner. The proposed knowledge transfer method utilizes a
pretrained network but is independent of the structure of the
target network and the training dataset of the pretrained net-
work to train the target task. The target network is updated
through the linear combination of the target loss and mul-
tiple auxiliary losses with soft label-based self-supervision
from the pretrained networks by trying to guess the type of
knowledge inferred from the source network (Figure 1). We
expect that the target network reflects dark knowledge as a
gradient from multiple supervisions of existing training data
through soft label-based self-supervision. Because it does
not refer to previously trained data and performs auxiliary
training in a self-supervised manner, the proposed knowl-
edge transfer can be performed within any task while requir-
ing only the final output dimension (number of classes) for
calculating each auxiliary loss. We call this form of knowl-
edge transfer self-supervised knowledge transfer (SSTK).
The technical contributions of the SSKT are as follows:

• Unlike previous knowledge transfer techniques, SSKT
does not depend on the structure of the source network
or the training dataset. SSKT is even possible between
structurally complete heterogeneous networks, such as
2D to 3D CNN knowledge transfer.

• SSKT has the potential for simultaneous knowledge
transfer from multiple pretrained networks trained on
completely different types of datasets or supervision.

• The SSKT improves the generalization performance in
most knowledge transfer scenarios. Particularly in dif-
ferent problem domains, SSKT outperforms existing
knowledge transfer methods.

Figure 2 shows the differences between SSKT and other
knowledge transfer methods. For clarity, we take the prob-
lem domain as a superset of tasks (e.g., image classification,

action recognition, object detection, and semantic segmen-
tation), and the task is bounded in the same problem domain
(e.g., ImageNet, Places365, and STL10 in image classifica-
tion).

2. Related Works

Transfer learning with a pretrained initializer. As the
most commonly used method of knowledge transfer, trans-
fer learning with a pretrained initializer has been applied to
various fields of computer vision using high-performance
models [20, 33, 13] with a large amount of training data.
Because low-level feature information is shared by most
visual recognition problems, fine-tuning is often applied
by updating only a specific upper-layer when training new
tasks [25, 29]. Generally, this can be used in the same
network structure, and many image recognition applica-
tions use only the feature encoder part of the entire task
architecture [24, 25, 29]. Although transfer learning using
ImageNet has been successful so far, questions on trans-
fer learning using ImageNet data have been raised [12],
and the experimental results of object recognition and key
point recognition problems have been reported as examples
where the pretrained initial values do not convey additional
knowledge to the different problem domains.
Knowledge distillation. Pretrained teacher networks with
larger parameters can improve the generalization perfor-
mance of student networks by performing knowledge trans-
fer during the training process to a relatively small number
of parameters [14]. Student networks often show better gen-
eralization performance over teacher networks [8]. Recent
knowledge distillation techniques for effective knowledge
transfer used the relationship between the inferred posteri-
ors from the teacher and student networks [27] or the dataset
as a subclass of the original classes to be learned [26]. In
[8], the ensemble model achieved a high recognition per-
formance by distilling the knowledge of student networks
with different initialization values using teacher and student
networks with the same structure. SSKT uses a knowledge
transfer method, such as KD with a soft label. However,
unlike existing KD methods, because the SSKT transfers
knowledge through an auxiliary task-based self-supervision
technique, there is no dataset dependency.
Deep mutual learning (DML). DML is one of the rep-
resentative variations of the KD-based knowledge transfer
method that uses multiple networks for efficient training
through KD loss within networks [40]. DML could achieve
performance improvement through mutual learning in the
middle of training without requiring a powerful pretrained
teacher network. Recently, a learning methodology using
feature fusion [18], generative adversarial networks [3], and
collaborative learning [36] structures has been proposed to
improve the efficiency of mutual learning during training.
It differs from SSKT in that the DML performs multitask
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Figure 2. Schematic of the difference between the proposed SSKT and other knowledge transfer methods. Unlike existing knowledge
transfer methods, such as KD and DML, SSKT is independent of the network structure and dataset. In addition, generalization performance
improvements can be achieved without additional supervision during the training process.

training-based learning on the same dataset and updates all
the networks during training. In addition, it is fundamen-
tally different from SSKT in that DML does not utilize pre-
requisite knowledge from former training.
Auxiliary learning. Unlike general multi-task learning, in
the case of auxiliary task learning, the purpose of a deep
neural network is not to increase the performance of auxil-
iary tasks but to improve the performance of the target task.
It was recently reported that auxiliary task learning could
help improve the test performance of the target task, and the
cosine similarity between the gradient losses of the target
and auxiliary tasks was analyzed to visualize the cause of
contribution by the auxiliary task [6]. The basic structure of
the SSKT was inspired by meta-learning techniques using
auxiliary tasks under self-supervision (MAXL) [23]. How-
ever, MAXL requires a hierarchical auxiliary class structure
defined manually for the primary class to be trained. SSKT
was able to achieve higher performance than MAXL by us-
ing only the number of classes of source tasks as additional
supervision information.
Self-supervised learning (SSL). Typical self-supervised
learning techniques train pretrained weights that perform
unsupervised training on pretext tasks to obtain good ini-
tial weights [9, 2, 1, 11]. The pretrained network utilized in
SSKT was not obtained by unsupervised training, and the
target task training differed from the general self-supervised
approach, requiring meta information such as the number
of classes used in the source network training. However,
SSKT can still be considered self-supervised from the view-
point of training auxiliary tasks using only soft labels from
pretrained networks, without requiring additional supervi-
sion with hard labels when training the auxiliary task.
Domain adaptation or expansion. Domain adaptation or
extension [22, 16] aims to improve the generalization per-
formance for new domains with existing trained networks.
However, unlike in the case of the general domain adap-
tation problem, SSKT has a significant difference in using
the prior knowledge trained in the existing domain for new
network training without sharing parameters. In addition,
because it does not include any update process for the pre-
trained network, the update is performed regardless of the

performance of the source domain. Moreover, there was no
change in the inference performance of the source domain
after training.

3. Self-Supervised Knowledge Transfer
SSKT supports a training structure that enables knowl-

edge transfer in a variety of scenarios using a CNN. Various
scenarios refer to situations not influenced by the network
architecture of the target task to be trained and in which
the knowledge transfer does not depend on the type of task.
We devised a structure that transfers knowledge naturally
without compromising the training information of the pre-
trained network or requiring additional supervision during
the target task training process. We achieved this using soft
label-based knowledge transfer techniques with auxiliary
task learning through self-supervision for the various do-
mains of image recognition variants.

3.1. SSKT with Single Source

We define a multi-task network for auxiliary learning,
ht(x; θt, Dt, Tt), where x is the input, θt is a parameter
of the target network, Dt is a target dataset, and Tt is the
task to be trained. θt is updated simultaneously through the
target loss and auxiliary loss during training to solve the
primary task. hs(x; θs, Ds, Ts) describes a source network
that receives input x and delivers knowledge to the target
network. θs denotes a parameter trained by the source task
Ts for the source dataset (ImageNet and Places365) Ds. θs
is not updated during target task training. The multi-task
network ht for the primary task training shares up to the
top layer of the convolutional block below the primary and
auxiliary branches, except for the last feature layer. The last
feature layer of the branch for the target task loss outputs
hprimt (x; θt, Dt, Tt), and the branch for the auxiliary task
loss outputs hauxt (x; θt, Dt, Ts). At this time, the auxiliary
task branch could have a transfer module composed of the
summation of the bottleneck structure from each convolu-
tional block for effective feature encoding for the auxiliary
task. Figure 3 shows an example of a multitask network
with a transfer module. The ground truth label of the pri-
mary task for the total loss of ht is given by yprimt , for x
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belonging to Dt. The ground truth label for the auxiliary
task is given by the softmax output yauxs from hs.

The total loss function for a single-task knowledge trans-
fer based on a multitask network is as follows.

argmin
θt

(
L(hprimt (xi; θt.Dt, Tt), y

prim
t,i )

+αL(hauxt (xi; θt.Dt, Ts), y
aux
s,i )

)
, (1)

where i is the ith batch of the training data, α is a balanced
parameter for the total loss, and yauxs,i = hs(xi; θs, Dt, Ts)
is the softmax outputted from the pretrained source network
and which conveys the dark knowledge of the pretrained
dataset using soft labels. We applied two types of losses
of cross-entropy (CE) and knowledge distillation (KD) [14]
for auxiliary task learning:

LCE = −ylog(c(g(x; θ)
T

)), (2)

LKD = KL
(
c(
g(x; θs)

T
), c(

g(x; θt)

T
)
)
, (3)

where y is a one-hot vector from the ground truth label,
g(x; θ) is the final feature outputted from the network dur-
ing training, T controls the softening intensity for the soft-
max output as the temperature parameter, c denotes the soft-
max function, and KL denotes the KL divergence between
the output distributions. The gradient update after k + 1
iterations is described by

θk+1
t = θkt − η∇θt

(
L(hprimt (xi; θt.Dt, Tt), y

prim
t,i )

+αL(hauxt (xi; θt.Dt, Ts), y
aux
s,i )

)
(4)

where η is the learning rate. Figure 2(a) shows the structural
schematics for the SSKT with a single-source scenario.

Transfer module (TM). To encourage the prediction of
yauxs,i by ht, we design a bottleneck structure-based trans-
fer module that supports an auxiliary task using the feature
outputted from each convolutional block. For an example
of a ResNet-based model, each output of the res block is
encoded as a fixed-size output by bottleneck and average
pooling, and finally, each feature outputted from the trans-
fer bottleneck is summed (see Figure 3).

3.2. SSKT with Multiple Source

SSKT can be easily extended to multiple hs using mul-
tiple auxiliary losses. We improved the structure by includ-
ing M source tasks for knowledge transfer to target tasks,
as follows:

argmin
θt

(
L(hprimt (xi; θt.Dt, Tt), y

prim
t,i )

+α(L(hauxt (xi; θt.Dt, Ts1), y
aux
s1,i )

+L(hauxt (xi; θt.Dt, Ts2), y
aux
s2,i ) + . . .

+L(hauxt (xi; θt.Dt, TsM ), yauxsM ,i))
)
, (5)

Figure 3. Schematic of transfer modules for efficient auxiliary
learning. The transfer module used in the SSKT consists of the
summation of the feature outputs of the bottleneck layers from
each convolutional block. The schematic shows an example of
the transfer module with ResNet variants for SSKT using multiple
sources.

where sM denotes the index of the source task for knowl-
edge transfer. Theoretically, if the memory is sufficient, we
can perform multiple task knowledge transfers from a large
number of M source tasks.

3.3. SSKT within Different Problem Domains

Until now, transfers for single and multiple sources have
been performed assuming tasks in the same problem do-
main that do not specify the forms of Dt and Ds. We set
up a scenario to enable knowledge transfer even when the
modalities of Dt and Ds are different or when the problem
domains of the tasks are different. In this case, because the
characteristics of the input data are different and there is
a large difference in the structure of the network for train-
ing, the preparation process for knowledge transfer involves
data conversion or preprocessing. For knowledge transfer
with different problem domains, the total loss function can
be defined as:

argmin
θt

(
L(hprimt (xi; θt.Dt, Tt), y

prim
t,i )

+αL(hauxt (fs(xi); θt.Dt, Ts), y
aux
s,i )

)
, (6)

where the data transformation function fs converts the data
type to match the source task and infer the recognition in-
formation to the task of the source domain. For example,
if Tt is an action recognition problem using a 3D-CNN, the
input xw×h×d ∈ Dt is defined as a 3D tensor. In this case,
if a pretrained network for knowledge transfer is obtained
through the image recognition problem Ts using 2D-CNN,
fs : xw×h×d → x̂w×h should be defined as a function that
maps a 3D tensor to a 2D matrix into which hs can be in-
putted.

Knowledge transfer to other problem domains can also
be done with multiple (M ) source tasks:
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Table 1. Training details for each task, for knowledge transfer with SSKT. IC denotes image classification, AC denotes action classification,
MCIC denotes multi-class image classification, β represents momentum, and λ represents weight decay. CE denotes cross-entropy, KD
denotes knowledge distillation, and BCE denotes binary cross-entropy. In the training model, (s) was trained by learning from scratch, and
(f) was trained by fine-tuning.

Task (T ) Dataset (D) # cls Model Optimizer LR Scheduler β,λ Loss [Task + Auxiliary]
IC (Tt) CIFAR10 (C10) 10 ResNet[20, 32] SGD step (0.1,[150:250:350]) 0.9, 5e-4 [CE + CE or KD]

CIFAR100 (C100) 100 ResNet[20, 32] SGD step (0.1,[60:120:160:200]) 0.9, 5e-4 [CE + CE or KD]
STL10 (S10) 10 ResNet18[20, 32, 44] SGD step (0.1,[60:120:160:200]) 0.9, 5e-4 [CE + CE or KD]

MoblieNetV2 SGD step (0.1,[60:120:160:200]) 0.9, 5e-4 [CE + CE or KD]
DenseNet121 SGD step (0.1,[60:120:160:200]) 0.9, 5e-4 [CE + CE or KD]

Places365 (P) 365 ResNet18 SGD step (0.1,[30:60:90]) 0.9, 1e-4 [CE + CE or KD]
ImageNet (I) 1000 ResNet18 SGD step (0.1,[30:60:90]) 0.9, 1e-4 [CE + CE or KD]

MCIC (Tt) Pascal VOC (VOC) 20 ResNet[18, 34, 50] (s) SGD step (0.1,[30:60:90]) 0.9, 1e-4 [BCE + CE or KD]
ResNet18 (f) SGD step (0.01,[30:60:90]) 0.9, 1e-4 [BCE + CE or KD]

AC (Tt) UCF101 (U101) 101 3D-ResNet18 (s) SGD reduce on plateau (0.1) 0.9, 1e-3 [CE + CE or KD]
3D-ResNet18 (f) SGD reduce on plateau (0.01) 0.9, 1e-3 [CE + CE or KD]

HMDB51 (H51) 51 3D-ResNet18 (s) SGD reduce on plateau (0.1) 0.9, 1e-3 [CE + CE or KD]
3D-ResNet18 (f) SGD reduce on plateau (0.01) 0.9, 1e-3 [CE + CE or KD]

IC (Ts) Places365 (P) 365 ResNet50 [41] [41] [41] [41]
ImageNet (I) 1000 ResNet50 [28] [28] [28] [28]

argmin
θt

(
L(hprimt (xi; θt.Dt, Tt), y

prim
t,i )

+α(L(hauxt (fs1(xi); θt.Dt, Ts1), y
aux
s1,i )

+L(hauxt (fs2(xi); θt.Dt, Ts2), y
aux
s2,i ) + . . .

+L(hauxt (fsM (xi); θt.Dt, TsM ), yauxsM ,i))
)
, (7)

in this case, up to M transformation functions can be de-
fined. Gradient updates for knowledge transfer to other
problem domains are defined in the same way as single-
or multiple-task knowledge transfers between the same do-
mains.

4. Experimental Results
To verify the SSKT, we designed a series of experimental

scenarios. First, we set a knowledge transfer with a single-
source task in the same problem domain. A pretrained CNN
on image classification tasks (ImageNet and Places365) was
used for knowledge transfer for the same problem domain.
Second, we performed knowledge transfer for the image
classification problem using multiple source networks. In
this case, the target network for target task learning had two
or more auxiliary tasks. Third, knowledge transfer scenar-
ios using source networks with different problem domains
were tested in two ways. The first method involved tar-
get task learning with a different purpose and knowledge
transfer to a domain within the same image recognition cat-
egory. For example, to solve the multiclass classification
problem for 2D images, the target network (2D-CNN) has
the same type of architecture as the source network (2D-
CNN). In this case, knowledge transfer between domains
is possible without any special definition of the transforma-
tion function fs for the source network. The second sce-
nario involves knowledge transfer using different problem
domains using heterogeneous networks. For example, in
training the action recognition network using 3D-CNN, we

verified whether the network learned by the image classifi-
cation problem could transfer the knowledge to the action
recognition problem.

In addition to verifying the knowledge transfer per-
formance of SSKT for each knowledge transfer scenario,
the optimization results for the hyperparameters of the
loss functions were included. Moreover, our experiments
include the relationship between the change in knowl-
edge transfer performance based on the model architec-
ture and fine tuning, and a performance comparison with
other knowledge transfer methods such as KD, DML, and
MAXL. All the experimental results included in the table
are selected based on the highest performance among com-
binations of auxiliary loss, transfer module, and source net-
work2. Table 1 summarizes the experimental settings for
the verification of the SSKT.

4.1. Image Classification → Image Classification

SSKT Setting. To perform SSKT between image classifica-
tion problems, we used networks pretrained on ImageNet (I)
[5] or Places365 (P) [41] dataset as the source network. The
target task datasets were CIFAR10, CIFAR100 [19], and
STL10 [4], which contain relatively small amounts of data,
as well as large datasets such as ImageNet and Places365.
As a pretrained source network, we used the ResNet50 net-
work provided in the PyTorch torchvision package [28].
The transfer module is composed of a bottleneck and av-
erage pooling, as shown in Figure 3. Multiple pretrained
networks can be utilized in SSKT to apply for multisource
task-based knowledge transfer. We used both a ResNet50
model trained on ImageNet and Places365 (P+I) datasets as
our source tasks.
Results. Table 2 shows the performances of learning from
scratch and SSKT for the image classification problem on

2Additional combinations of test results and architecture details can be
found in the supplementary materials.
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Table 2. Performance change of SSKT for a single source com-
pared to training from scratch. The best-performing model for
each dataset is highlighted in bold. All the experiments evalu-
ated the test performance thrice from the same random seed for
the model. TM denotes transfer module, and R[depth] denotes
ResNet structure.
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- C10 R20 scratch - CE 92.19±0.09
P R20 SSKT o CE+KD 92.25±0.04
I R20 SSKT o CE+CE 92.44±0.05

P+I R20 SSKT x CE+KD 92.46±0.15
- R32 scratch - CE 93.21±0.09
P R32 SSKT x CE+KD 92.87±0.31
I R32 SSKT x CE+CE 93.26±0.08

P+I R32 SSKT o CE+CE 93.38±0.02
- C100 R20 scratch - CE 68.26±0.36
P R20 SSKT x CE+KD 68.01±0.42
I R20 SSKT o CE+CE 68.63±0.12

P+I R20 SSKT o CE+CE 68.56±0.23
- R32 scratch - CE 70.33±0.19
P R32 SSKT x CE+CE 69.97±0.16
I R32 SSKT o CE+CE 70.75±0.06

P+I R32 SSKT o CE+CE 70.94±0.36
- S10 R20 scratch - CE 81.15±0.34
P R20 SSKT o CE+CE 82.76±0.05
I R20 SSKT o CE+CE 83.45±0.07

P+I R20 SSKT o CE+CE 84.56±0.35
- R32 scratch - CE 81.19±0.17
P R32 SSKT o CE+CE 83.06±0.27
I R32 SSKT o CE+CE 83.68±0.28

P+I R32 SSKT o CE+CE 83.4±0.2
- R44 scratch - CE 80.18±0.54
P R44 SSKT o CE+CE 82.68±0.39
I R44 SSKT o CE+CE 83.59±0.13

P+I R44 SSKT o CE+CE 83.44±0.15

CIFAR10 (C10), 100 (C100), and STL10 (S10) datasets.
For knowledge transfer between image classification prob-
lems, the use of SSKT improves the generalization perfor-
mance on all the tested datasets. The performance change
when the transfer module is applied to efficiently transform
the features for auxiliary task learning is also evident. No-
tably, the highest improvement in the generalization perfor-
mance was on the SLT10 dataset, which contains a small
proportion of the training data. This means that knowledge
transfer using SSKT is more effective when the amount of
supervision is relatively low. Table 3 shows the perfor-
mance changes of the SSKT on large-scale image datasets.
When SSKT was applied to both Place365 and ImageNet,
there was a steady performance improvement. In particular,
the highest performance improvement was obtained when
the source networks were used simultaneously (P + I). How-
ever, for large datasets, it was difficult to confirm the effect
of improving the performance of the transfer module.

4.2. Image Classification → Multi-class Image Clas-
sification

SSKT Setting. To verify whether knowledge transfer us-
ing SSKT is effective between different problem domains,

Table 3. Performance change when applying the SSKT and train-
ing from scratch on a large-scale image dataset.
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- P R18 scratch - CE 50.92
P R18 SSKT o CE+CE 54.5
I R18 SSKT o CE+CE 53.67

P+I R18 SSKT x CE+CE 54.78
- I R18 scratch - CE 64.14
P R18 SSKT o CE+CE 64.99
I R18 SSKT x CE+CE 67.79

P+I R18 SSKT x CE+CE 70.57
Table 4. Results of SSKT from the image classification problem to
the multi-class image classification problem.
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- VOC R18 scratch - BCE 67.28±0.25
P R18 SSKT o BCE+CE 74.76±0.17
I R18 SSKT x BCE+CE 74.78±0.09

P+I R18 SSKT o BCE+CE 76.42±0.06
- R34 scratch - BCE 66.0±0.49
P R34 SSKT o BCE+CE 75.65±0.12
I R34 SSKT o BCE+CE 75.14±0.14

P+I R34 SSKT o BCE+CE 77.02±0.02
- R50 scratch - BCE 61.16±0.34
P R50 SSKT o BCE+CE 74.44±0.06
I R50 SSKT o BCE+CE 74.24±0.05

P+I R50 SSKT o BCE+CE 77.1±0.14

knowledge transfer between image classification and multi-
class image classification was performed. We tested multi-
class image classification using the PASCAL VOC dataset
[7] as the target task. The target loss function for solving
the multiclass image classification was used as the binary
cross-entropy (BCE). Table 1 lists the training details for
the target and source tasks.
Results. Table 4 shows the performance of learning from
scratch for multiclass image classification and the perfor-
mance change when SSKT is included in the training pro-
cess. For the PASCAL VOC multi-class classification task,
we used the standard average precision (AP) as the accuracy
measurement to evaluate the predictions. The use of SSKT
significantly improved the knowledge transfer performance
between different problem domains. The improvement was
greater than that for knowledge transfer between the same
problem domains. In addition, we verified an additional
performance improvement when applying SSKT to multi-
source networks.

4.3. Image Classification → Action Classification

SSKT Setting. Although there is a difference between
problem domains, the performance improvement of knowl-
edge transfer may be relatively predictable because the
modalities of the input data of the source and target tasks
are the same. We used a pretrained image classification net-
work as the source task and set the target task as an action
recognition problem. We employed 3D-CNN to design an
experiment for a more extended knowledge transfer. To uti-
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lize the dark knowledge of the source network as described
in Equation (6), we need to define a transformation func-
tion fs : xw×h×d → x̂w×h. Because SSKT is not designed
to define good fs, we simply limited the role of fs in ex-
tracting the center frame from a 3D video clip. As a trans-
fer module for inferring auxiliary tasks in a 3D-CNN, the
output features of the target model were further processed
using a 3D bottleneck structure. We used a 3D ResNet-
based baseline model [10] to train the action classification
networks. Table 1 lists the training details for 3D ResNet
and source networks.
Results. Table 5 shows the performance of learning from
scratch with the 3D-ResNet on the UCF101 [34] and
HMDB51 [21] datasets, as well as the performance change
when SSKT was used in the training process. All the re-
sults were obtained from split 1 for each dataset. Note that
the auxiliary task in SSKT prevents overfitting during the
training of the 3D-CNN model. Similar to other SSKT set-
tings, the performance improvement was highest when us-
ing a multi-source network. We further note that the use
of SSKT between heterogeneous problem domains can im-
prove the performance further, depending on the definition
of fs.

4.4. Further Analysis and Discussion

Parameter optimization. We performed a series of ex-
periments for the temperature parameter T included in the
auxiliary loss, the balance parameter α included in the to-
tal loss, and the presence of the transfer module. Figure 4
shows the graphs of the parameter optimization results on
the STL10 and PASCAL VOC datasets. For STL10, the use
of a transfer module in the SSKT process yielded a high per-
formance in most cases; however, in the case of PASCAL
VOC, the transfer module did not play a significant role.
Model comparison. We applied SSKT to MobileNet V2
(MV2) [31] and DenseNet121 (D121) [15] to evaluate the
model performance in CNN architectures other than ResNet
variants. The source network used the ResNet50 model,
which was previously trained on Places365 and ImageNet,
similar to other SSKT settings. In evaluating the STL10
dataset, Table 6 shows that MobileNet V2 and DenseNet121
exhibit performance improvements with the SSKT. The re-
sults in the table show the highest performance in the con-
figuration among single-and multi-source SSKT settings.
Relation to fine-tuning. In SSKT scenarios, fine-tuning
and learning from scratch can be applied for target net-
work training. We adopted fine-tuning-based SSKT with
a ResNet18 model trained in ImageNet for a multiclass im-
age classification problem using the PASCAL VOC dataset.
In addition, using the pretrained 3D-ResNet18 model on
the Kinetics-400 dataset [17], SSKT was applied to the ac-
tion classification problem for the UCF101 and HMDB51
datasets. Table 7 shows that even if fine-tuning based on

Table 5. Results of SSKT from image classification to action clas-
sification with different modalities of the input data.
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- U101 3DR18 scratch - CE 43.28
P 3DR18 SSKT o CE+CE 45.35
I 3DR18 SSKT x CE+CE 46.62

P+I 3DR18 SSKT x CE+CE 52.19
- H51 3DR18 scratch - CE 17.14
P 3DR18 SSKT o CE+CE 18.77
I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+KD 18.77

P+I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+CE 20.54

Table 6. SSKT results using MobileNet V2 (MV2) and Dense-
Net121 (D121).
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- S10 R20 scratch - CE 81.15±0.34
- MV2 scratch - CE 72.26±0.83
- D121 scratch - CE 72.02±0.48

P+I R20 SSKT o CE+ CE 84.56±0.35
P+I MV2 SSKT o CE+CE 76.96±0.39
P+I D121 SSKT x CE+CE 77.03±0.17

Table 7. SSKT results using pretrained weights. ft denotes fine-
tuning and K denotes Kinetics-400 dataset.
Ts Tt Model Method TM Loss acc.
- VOC R18 ft (I) - CE 90.52±0.11
P R18 SSKT x CE+KD 92.28±0.06
I R18 SSKT x CE+KD 92.26±0.07

P+I R18 SSKT o CE+KD 92.25±0.07
- U101 3DR18 ft (K) - CE 83.95
P 3DR18 SSKT x CE+KD 84.58
I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+KD 84.37

P+I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+KD 84.19
- H51 3DR18 ft (K) - CE 56.64
P 3DR18 SSKT o CE+KD 57.82
I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+KD 57.75

P+I 3DR18 SSKT o CE+CE 57.29

predetermined weights is performed, the performance is im-
proved in all the experimental settings. However, unlike the
evaluation results in the case of training from scratch, the
performance improvement from multiple sources was not
significant, and the best performance was obtained when
the KD loss was used.
Comparison with other knowledge transfer methods.
For a further analysis of SSKT, we compared its perfor-
mance with those of typical knowledge transfer methods,
namely KD and DML. For KD, the details for learning were
set the same as in [14], and for DML, training was per-
formed in the same way as in [40]. Table 8 shows the eval-
uation performance in terms of knowledge transfer. In the
case of 3D-CNN-based action classification, KD was not
performed, and the network used for DML had the model
with the same conditions as the source and target networks
of SSKT. In the case of DML for 3D-CNN, training was
performed by replacing ResNet50 with 3D-ResNet50 un-
der the same conditions. In the case of action classification,
both learning from scratch and fine-tuning results were in-
cluded. In most cases, under similar training conditions,
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Figure 4. Hyper parameter optimization of SSKT. The title of each graph is composed of Dt (target model, Ts, auxiliary loss). T is the
temparture parameter of each auxiliary loss, and α is the balance parameter of the total loss.

Table 8. Comparison with other knowledge transfer methods. (s)
denote learning from scratch and (f) denote fine-tuning.

Tt Model KD DML SSKT (Ts)
C10 R20 91.75±0.24 92.37±0.15 92.46±0.15 (P+I)

R32 92.61±0.31 93.26±0.21 93.38±0.02 (P+I)
C100 R20 68.66±0.24 69.48±0.05 68.63±0.12 (I)

R32 70.5±0.05 71.9±0.03 70.94±0.36 (P+I)
S10 R20 77.67±1.41 78.23±1.23 84.56±0.35 (P+I)

R32 76.07±0.67 77.14±1.64 83.68±0.28 (I)
VOC R18 64.11±0.18 39.89±0.07 76.42±0.06 (P+I)

R34 64.57±0.12 39.97±0.16 77.02±0.02 (P+I)
R50 62.39±0.6 39.65±0.03 77.1±0.14 (P+I)

U101 3DR18 (s) - 13.8 52.19 (P+I)
3DR18 (f) - 83.95 84.58 (P)

H51 3DR18 (s) - 3.01 17.91 (P+I)
3DR18 (f) - 56.44 57.82 (P)

SSKT exhibited a higher generalization performance than
other knowledge transfer techniques. Moreover, training in
problem domains other than the image classification prob-
lem for DML was difficult. In particular, in the case of
multiclass classification, neither network was sufficiently
trained. SSKT achieved improved performance in all prob-
lem domains with multiple experimental setups.

Table 9 shows the performance comparison with MAXL,
another auxiliary learning-based transfer learning method
[23]. In addition to the target task’s class label, MAXL re-
quires a manually defined hierarchical auxiliary class struc-
ture (ψ[i] = 2, 3, 5, 10). We compared the performance on
the CIFAR10 dataset by applying the same four-stage hi-
erarchical auxiliary class label as defined in [23]. Despite
not requiring additional class labels, SSKT showed better
recognition performance than MAXL in all settings. In par-
ticular, the same learning scheduler in [23] showed better
performance than MAXL (comparisons with VGG16 in Ta-
ble 9), and SSKT achieved a larger performance gap when
changing the source task and hyper-parameter setting.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a simple yet powerful knowledge transfer
method, namely SSKT, that enables knowledge transfer
between heterogeneous networks and datasets. We vali-
dated the SSKT using several knowledge transfer scenarios
based on a CNN. For further investigations of the SSKT,

Table 9. Comparison with MAXL. V16 denotes VGG16 [33]. F
denotes focal loss [23]
Tt Model (Loss) MAXL (ψ[i]) SSKT (Ts) Ts Model

C10 V16 (F) 93.27±0.09 (2) 94.1±0.1 (I) V16
V16 (F) 93.47±0.08 (3) 92.72±0.15 (P) R50
V16 (F) 93.49±0.05 (5) 93.06±0.2 (P+I) R50, V16
V16 (F) 93.10±0.08 (10) 92.54±0.17(P+I) R50, R50

V16 (CE) - 94.22±0.02 (I) V16
V16 (CE) - 93.12±0.12 (P) R50
V16 (CE) - 93.67±0.17 (P+I) R50, V16
V16 (CE) - 93.26±0.12 (P+I) R50, R50
R20 (F) 91.53±0.33 (2) 91.48±0.03 (I) V16
R20 (F) 91.52±0.1 (3) 91.26±0.17 (P) R50
R20 (F) 91.38±0.47 (5) 90.93±0.01 (P+I) R50, V16
R20 (F) 91.56±0.16 (10) 91.11±0.18 (P+I) R50, R50

R20 (CE) - 92.44±0.05 (I) R50
R20 (CE) - 92.25±0.04 (P) R50
R20 (CE) - 92.46±0.15 (P+I) R50, R50

depending on the target task where knowledge transfer
takes place, additional considerations for the transfer
module design must be made. Moreover, the following
experiments are required to verify how the performance of
the target model varies with the architecture of the source
model trained on the same dataset. Variations in the data
transformation function fs for the source networks may be
another avenue worth pursuing. Further, there is a need
to perform analyses, such as the one proposed in [6], to
analyze the factors involved when the backpropagation of
the auxiliary task loss affects the performance of the target
task. We expect that further research will follow, as SSKT
may provide a different perspective on knowledge transfer.
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